Abstract: We present a full wave 3D simulation study of optical absorption enhancement in solution processed metal-semiconductor nanocomposite ultrathin films, which consist of colloidal metallic nanoparticles (MNPs) and semiconductor matrices of polymer and colloidal quantum dots (CQD). We present an approach for modeling the optical properties of a CQD film, and study the effect of the optical properties of the semiconductor in the near field enhancement showing that CQD is a very promising platform to exploit the benefits of the near-field effects. We show that over a 100% enhancement can be achieved in the visible-near infrared region of the spectrum for CQD PbS films, with a maximum gain factor of 4 when MNPs are on resonance. We study in detail the effect of MNP capping for different ligand lengths and materials and propose solutions to optimize absorption enhancement. 
Introduction
Solution-processed nanomaterials have opened new avenues towards low-cost, high performance optoelectronics [1] . Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) combine the spectral tunability offered by the quantum confinement size effect [2] , the robustness of inorganic materials [3] and the ease of processability from the solution phase. Progress in the field of CQD optoelectronics has led to the demonstration of efficient and low-cost photodetectors [1, 4] , light emitters [5] and solar cells [3, 6, 7] .
Despite improvements in the electrical properties of colloidal quantum dot films, carrier mobilities in solar cell devices are measured on the order of 10 −4 -10 −3 cm 2 /Vs [8] . For typical PbS quantum dot films at solar intensities, with carrier lifetimes of ≈10 µs and built-in electric fields of 0.3-0.5 eV, this entails a high-charge collection efficiency film thickness of 200-300 nm. The absorption of colloidal quantum dots, however, albeit on the order of 10 4 cm −1 , requires a total thickness of 500-700 nm for complete optical absorption. A gap, therefore, exists between electrically and optically active lengths in CQD device structures, limiting the EQEs of such devices to 30-50%. An approach that could effectively increase the absorption in quantum dot films at low cost, and without sacrifice in the electronic performance, would be an essential step towards high performance CQD detectors and solar cells. The use of plasmonics to improve the performance of photodetectors and solar cells has experienced rapidly growing interest in the past decade (see for example [9] and references therein). Most of the efforts so far have been focused on light trapping via far-field scattering [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this case, incident light is scattered by plasmonic nanostructures and coupled into trapped modes in the active region of the cell; either guided photonic modes or propagating modes that are totally internally reflected. Plasmonic nanostructures are of interest for this application due to the high scattering cross sections and coupling efficiencies that can be engineered [15, 16] . However, to significantly increase the optical path length in thin cells light must undergo multiple scattering events. Absorption enhancement is thus very sensitive to the losses in the scattering structure. Even small amounts of Ohmic loss in the metal nanostructures and out-coupling of scattered light can result in significant reductions in light trapping efficiency. Additionally, for cells with ultra-thin active regions, such as quantum dot and polymer solar cells on the order of 100-300 nm thick, the number of guided photonic modes in the structure is restricted, reducing the overall broadband absorption enhancement that can be achieved [17, 18] .
In our current study, we thus turn our attention to small metal nanoparticles (MNPs), with diameters from 3 to 50 nm, which can be synthesized and processed in solution phase [19] , offering processing compatibility with solution processed semiconductors. These MNPs can be readily blended with polymers and quantum dot solutions and yield metal-semiconductor nanocomposite thin films. In this size regime of MNPs, far-field scattering is not the major component of enhancement. The optical fields in this case are enhanced locally in the vicinity of the MNP, through the so-called "near field enhancement". In very thin cells supporting few photonic modes, absorption increase via near field enhancement may surpass that provided by far-field scattering structures.
These advantageous features of near-field absorption enhancement have attracted considerable interest in thin film solar cells, with some initially promising results in organic [20] [21] [22] and dye-sensitized solar cells [23] . The near field enhancement in such systems has been studied by the generalization of Mie scattering theory for absorbing media [24] and extension of these models to account for absorption enhancement in the host medium [25] . These models have proved very valuable in providing an understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms and some fundamental design guidelines for an MNP in an infinite host medium. However these models cannot easily consider specific device structures and account for multiple MNP interactions. We hereby employ a full-wave FDTD 3D simulation study [26] of MNP-Semiconductor nanocomposites, relevant to solar cell and photodetector device structures. This allows us to investigate the effect of MNP size and concentration, as well as the effects of the capping molecules (or ligands) of the MNPs on absorption enhancement, taking into account inter-particle interactions and substrate edge effects.
Optical modeling of CQDs
To model the absorption enhancement in CQDs PbS was chosen as a baseline material, because of its favorable properties for photodetectors and solar cells [8] . The optical properties of PbS CQD films (complex refractive index n PbS,EM + iκ PbS,EM ) were determined from experimental absorbance by using the Kramers-Krönig (KK) relation [27] . Absorbance measurements were taken of PbS QDs in solution, with the exciton peak located at λ = 945 nm to get the spectral shape of a specific specimen. From this data the absorption coefficient, α(λ), is obtained by normalizing the absorption spectra such that α(λ = 945 nm) at the exciton peak is equal to literature values for similar material systems [4, 28] . The extinction coefficient, κ PbS,EM (λ), is then calculated from α(λ). We then apply discrete form of the KK relation to determine n PbS,EM (λ) from κ PbS,EM (λ) and α(λ) [29] . Because absorption data is truncated to 0.4-2 µm, to avoid unphysical results derived from the discretization we normalize n PbS,EM (λ) to 2.2 at λ = 2 µm, where PbS is not absorbing and α(λ) = 0. This value is obtained by calculating the effective refractive index at λ = 2µm for a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) PbS QD film consisting of 3 nm, butylamine capped QDs, where the n PbS = n PbS,bulk [30] and n lig = 1.5. We propose the obtained effective complex refractive index as a tool to qualitatively calculate absorption in PbS films, without having to model individual QDs in very complex geometries.
In order to validate that approach, we compared the calculated absorption of an HCP film to that of a homogenous layer with n PbS,EM + iκ PbS,EM as calculated above, both with and without the presence of Ag MNPs. In Fig. 1(a) the QDs are modeled individually with n = n bulk η lig and κ = κ eff /η lpacking (η lig = V QD /(V QD + V lig ) and η lpacking = 0.7). The QDs are organized in a monolayer with HCP packing, embedded in an organic layer (n = 1.55) of 3 nm thickness to include ligand effects in the field distribution. In Fig. 1(b) the host is a uniform effective medium. In both cases the MNPs are distributed uniformly with a 2D lattice constant given by d = DxC. as above A plane wave x-polarized illuminates the sample from the top. Given this symmetry, periodic boundary conditions were applied to a unit cell in x and y directions, and perfectly matched layers were imposed to the z-axis. The refractive indices of the metals were modeled with the multi-coefficient fits of the software from experimental data; Ag and Cu from Palik [31], Au from Johnson and Christy [32] . The structure was simulated by using periodic boundary conditions over a unit cell under plane wave illumination. The power absorbed per unit volume is calculated by using the Poynting's Theorem for dispersive media, which for non-magnetic media simplifies as,
Where E = E i + E s takes into account the incident Electric field as well as the scattered electric field by the MNP. This is integrated in the semiconductor volume, and normalized to the power injected into the simulation volume (P in ), yielding the normalized absorption in the PbS CQD film,
The absorption gain in the semiconductor due to the presence of the MNPs was then defined as
From the spectral gain we define the average gain (η) as the average of G in a region of the spectrum where the host material absorbs (400 nm-900 nm). A cross section of the field intensity profile for on-resonance MNPs is shown in Fig. 1 (cd) for the HCP and effective homogenous medium models respectively. Hot spots are evident in the HCP case, highly localized to within 0.1 nm of the QD-MNP interface, but are not present with the effective medium approach. Interestingly, outside this region, in the nm scale, the shape of the field intensity is similar in both cases. In order to determine the overall effect of the differences in the near fields, the normalized absorption and gain spectra are plotted in Fig. 1 (e). The absorption spectra are very similar: the peak due to the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the particles is shifted by less than 10 nm for the effective medium case, and differences in amplitude are less than 14%. This results in a slight reduction of the average spectral gain, η, by 8% for the effective medium compared to the HCP model. These results demonstrate that although, there are differences in the near field distribution between the discrete QD and the effective medium approach, the later gives both qualitatively and quantitatively similar results and at the same time allows us to model different MNP sizes and concentrations. Moreover, experimentally, CQDs do not form perfect HCP lattices but are distributed in random close packed arrays. In these types of films, the effect of the geometry of the QD-MNP interface will be averaged out over the whole film. As such, using the effective medium approach proposed here may prove more useful in uncovering trends and probing the physical mechanisms behind near field enhancement in experimentally realizable CQD films.
Host medium effect
Understanding how the optical properties of the host material determine the MNPs interaction and the resulting near field absorption enhancement is of ultimate importance in optimizing this enhancement for a particular family of materials. CQDs and polymers are ideal candidates for near field enhancement studies, as their solution processability allows for straightforward integration with colloidal MNPs. Organic-based semiconductors have been considered with MNPs for plasmonically enhanced solar cells [20] [21] [22] [23] , yet CQD-based devices have remained underexplored. However, QDs and polymers have significantly different refractive indices. Polymers typically have lower n values around 1.6-1.8 while PbS and PbSe QDs have refractive indices of between 2 and 3. In this section we compare the efficacy of MNP-absorption enhancement between these two classes of semiconductors and identify the most promising candidate to benefit from the exploitation of plasmonic absorption enhancement with a view to real-device geometries.
To investigate the effect of the refractive index of the host material on the optical absorption enhancement provided by embedded MNPs, we plot the gain spectra for different host materials, systematically varying the n, κ values. We model a 60 nm thick film with the geometry depicted in Fig. 1 (b) , and with particle diameter D = 10 nm, and spacing C = 2. Firstly, we keep κ = κ PbS,EM (λ), and vary n(λ), maintaining the spectral shape of n PbS,EM (λ) and normalizing it to different n values at λ = 2 µm, where α(λ) = 0. Secondly, we keep n(λ) = n PbS,EM, and vary κ(λ) by normalizing κ PbS,EM (λ) to the indicated values at the exciton peak (λ = 945 nm). Figure 2(a) shows the calculated gain spectra for host materials with the same absorption profile as a PbS CQD film but with varying values of n(λ = 2µm), from 1.5 (organic-like) to n PbS,EM . Lowering the refractive index values of the host medium leads to blue shifting of the peak gain and dramatically lower absorption gains. From the quasi-static model of particle scattering [33] , which is valid when D<< λ, we would expect a blue-shift of the localized surface plasmon wavelength as the refractive index of the surrounding media decreases. Additionally, the magnitude of the polarisability of the MNP depends on the optical constants of both the MNPs and the host, and reduces with decreasing n. In conjunction with the blueshifting of the plasmon resonance of the MNPs to wavelength regions where κ is larger, (hence where the potential for absorption enhancement is lower) this leads to a large reduction in the peak gain with decreasing n. Figure 2(b) shows the gain spectra for various host materials with n = n PbS,EM and with varying values of κ(λ = 945nm), from poor to highly absorbing material. The magnitude of the gain decreases as κ increases due to decreasing polarisability of the MNPs [25] and reduced interaction between the nanoparticles. Additionally, as mentioned above, increasing κ will reduce the potential for absorption enhancement in the material. Having materials with reduced κ will lead to higher enhancements, however if the absorption of the material is too low, losses in the MNP will dominate [9] . These results show that the gain is sensitive to both n and κ, and in evaluating the near field enhancement it is necessary to take into account the spectral dependence of the complex refractive index as well as the effect of MNPs interaction.
To analyze in detail the differences in the effect of near field enhancement in PbS-PbSe and polymer families, we compare PbS and P3HT absorption for different MNPs sizes and separations.
As above, a film thickness of 60 nm was chosen as it is experimentally feasible for CQD optoelectronic devices and allows the comparison of monolayers of various sizes of MNPs in the near field regime i.e. D << λ. The particle diameters were further limited to the size range that can be synthesized via colloidal routes [20] . The concentration of MNPs was modified though the lattice parameter, d = DxC, by varying C. The complex refractive index of P3HT was modeled following a similar procedure as described above for n PbS,EM + iκ PbS,EM , normalizing α(λ = 550 nm) to 10 5 cm −1 from literature values [34] .
Figure 3a (left) shows normalized absorption spectra for CQD PbS nanocomposite films with 10 nm diameter Ag MNP present in different concentrations defined by 1.5≤C≤4, or equivalently area densities from 20% to 5%. The absorption in a plain PbS CQD film is given for reference. The inset graph shows the calculated gain. Reducing inter-MNP distance (thus increasing concentration), results in an increase in the normalized absorption in the wavelength region 500-700 nm, which corresponds to the LSPR of the MNPs in this medium. The increase in the gain (see inset) is accompanied by a broadening and red-shift of the peak as C is reduced, which is indicative of coupling effects among neighbouring particles [35] [36] [37] . The red-shifting of the peak is largest as C is reduced from 2 to 1.5, corresponding to particle separations of 10 and 5 nm respectively. At these separations, we are in the near-field coupling regime, where small reductions in particle separation can lead to significant changes in the resonance position absorption [37] . For all cases, absorption enhancement persists beyond the plasmon resonance of the MNPs, indicating the possibility of broadband enhancement in such nanocomposite structures. This has been observed previously by Lee and Peumans, who attributed this to non-resonant scattering by the MNPs [25] . The panel on the in Fig. 3a shows the spectrally integrated absorption gain for CQD PbS films, defined in the wavelength range 400-950 nm, as a function of easily controlled parameters of MNP concentration (C) and diameter (D). Gain factors of 2 can be reached with small MNPs (5≤D≤30 nm), at high concentrations (C ≤ 2). For D < 30 nm, the gain increases monotonically with increasing concentration and diameter, as the fraction of the host medium overlapping with the near field of the particles, and hence the absorption, increases. For larger MNP sizes (D>35nm), another regime is observed; for a given D the dependence of η on C is no longer monotonic, and the gain reduces for larger MNPs when C < 2. This is attributed to the fact that, while larger MNPs provide larger near field overlap with the host medium, they will also absorb more light, resulting in a reduced optimum concentration as D increases. It is clear that while larger MNPs yield lower maximum gains they allow for lower concentrations, which could be required when it comes to realizing devices experimentally.
In Fig. 3(b) , a similar study was carried out for P3HT host medium. The panel on the left shows the absorption spectra for nanocomposites with 20 nm diameter Ag MNPs in different concentrations, together with the no MNP case. The inset graph shows the calculated gain. The LSPR peak of the Ag MNP is blue-shifted to λ res~4 10 nm due to the low n P3HT values and is masked due to the strong absorption in P3HT for wavelengths 400 nm<λ<650. As in Fig.  3(a) , the gain increases as a function of C, but the maximum gain is reduced (G = 2.1). The average gain (η), over the wavelength range 400 to 650 nm, is shown in the panel on the right as a function of MNP size and concentration. Once again similar trends are observed as in Fig.  3(a) : for D<35 nm, the gain increases as the MNP concentration and diameter are increased. However, the region of maximum η is reduced and shifted to larger particle sizes (15≤D≤35 nm). This is due to the high absorption coefficient of P3HT in the wavelength region of interest (400 to 650 nm); the overall gain factor is lowered as the material is already strongly absorbing, and absorption losses in the Ag are reduced [9] , favoring larger particles with more near field overlap.
For a fixed host material of CQD PbS, the effect of the choice of metal for the MNPs was investigated. The absorption in the host was calculated for nanocomposite films with Au and Cu embedded MNPs. The values of maximum gain and resonance wavelengths change for different metals. The resonance wavelength of Cu and Au MNPs is similar and red-shifted compared to Ag (from 585 nm to 633 nm). Gold MNPs provide with higher maximum gain at the resonance wavelength of the MNPs (best case for D = 10 nm, C = 1.5 yielding G* Au = 4, G* Ag = 3.5, G* Cu = 3.2). However, both Au and Cu start introducing losses for D≥20 nm when λ<500 nm, and as the MNPs are closer this results in a reduction of the average gain for large sizes. The maximum average gain (η Ag = 2, η Au = 1.9, η Cu = 1.65) region is contracted for these materials to 5≤D≤20 nm. This makes Ag a more adequate material for broadband enhancement.
The comparison between CQD PbS and P3HT host materials reveals that the first family of materials is more suited for near field enhancement, also requiring smaller MNPs or smaller concentrations for the same gain. The optimization is different for each material and higher maximum gains are possible with PbS due to the favorable n,k values. More importantly, the lower and tunable bandgap of CQD PbS, together with the broadband nature of the enhancement, allows for a better exploitation of this effect. For the remainder of the paper, we will focus on CQD PbS films as the host material.
Gain on and off resonance
In order to further investigate the broadband nature of the absorption enhancement, we plot the field enhancement spatial profile, calculated as the ratio of the field intensity profile with and without MNPs 20 log |E w MNPs /E w/o MNPs |. In the first row of Fig. 4 (A-B-C) , the absorption gain in the host is plotted together with the power absorbed in the MNPs, with D = 10 nm, for three concentrations corresponding to C = 4, 2.5 and 1.5, in columns A, B and C respectively. It is evident that MNPs are weakly absorbing beyond 700 nm, yet there is absorption enhancement in the host medium. The gain spectra clearly show broadband enhancement extending beyond the plasmon resonance of the MNP. Similar behavior has been predicted by generalized Mie theory models, attributing this to electric field scattering in the near field by the MNPs [25] .
In the second row of Fig. 4 (A1-B1-C1) we plot the spatial profile of the gain in the x-z plane of the structures at a wavelength corresponding to the plasmon resonance peak in each case, as indicated in Fig. 4 (A-C) . A region of high gain surrounding the particles can be observed, accompanied by strong absorption in the Ag. The gains at the peak wavelength are given in each case showing a significant increase with decreasing inter-particle distance. It is clear that as the concentration increases the gain is more intense and localized in the x-z plane. Strong inter-particle interaction is occurring as the near fields of the MNPs increasingly overlap, leading to a localization of the gain in a narrow zone around the MNPs. In the third row of Fig. 4 (A2-B2-C2 ) we plot the spatial profile of the gain at a wavelength off resonance, indicated in Fig. 4 (A-B-C) . At this wavelength, the MNPs are not absorbing as the skin depth of Ag is >>D, yet they provide gain in the host medium. Additionally, reductions in absorption are observed in plane vertical to MNP array. In the low concentration regime (A2, C = 4), the gain occurs over a large angular range in the x-z plane, which reduces as the inter-MNP distance decreases. For the highest concentration (C2, C = 1.5), most of the gain is localized in the area between the MNPs, yielding higher maximum gain factors. This finding suggests that, to maximize the gain factor achievable, an optimum thickness of the host material exists for a given particle concentration.
Ligand effects
In our studies so far we have assumed that the MNPs are in very close proximity to the semiconducting host medium. In reality, however, colloidal MNPs are capped with organic molecules which serve to passivate the surface of the NPs and to render them dispersible in organic solvents. These molecules typically have a thiol or a carboxyl group to attach to the MNP and a carbon atom chain whose length is ~1-2 nm. Alternatively, shorter bidentate molecules can also be employed to crosslink MNPs with QDs, with lengths on the order of 0.5 to 0.2 nm. These ligands are typically organic molecules with a refractive index of ~1.55, a value which we used in this study to optically model the ligand molecule in our structures. In Fig. 5 we plot the gain spectra in nanocomposites composed of 10 nm diameter Ag MNPs, capped with ligand shells of different thicknesses; 0.5 nm<∆<1 nm . It is evident that a strong decrease in absorption enhancement takes place in the presence of these molecules. Additionally, a significant blue-shift of the plasmon peak of the MNP is observed with increasing ligand length as a result of the lower refractive index of the ligand molecule, which affects the effective refractive index of the host medium in the vicinity of the MNP. For a ligand with ∆ = 0.5 nm, the maximum on resonance gain (shifted from 565nm to 513nm) is reduced by 20%, however only a 2.5% reduction is observed at wavelengths off-resonance (around 800nm). To investigate the origin of this reduction we study the modification of the near fields when the ligands are introduced. Figure 6 shows the field enhancement spatial profile as well as the decay of field intensity |E| 2 from MNPs surface at wavelengths both on (565 nm and 490 nm) and off (820 nm) resonance. For a bare MNP at a wavelength on resonance [ Fig. 6(a) ], the field enhancement is maximum at the metal/semiconductor interface and decays with the distance away from the MNP. However, when a ligand is introduced [ Fig. 6(b) ] the maximum field is highly confined in the ligand volume, and does not contribute to the absorption in the semiconductor. From the Fig. 6(c) , it is clear that the introduction of the ligands reduces the maximum field enhancement in the host by approximately by 10 dB. While the dependence of the field intensity with distance is similar for all ligands lengths, a larger fraction of field is confined in larger ligand volumes. We attribute this confinement and enhancement of light in the ligands, to large discontinuities in the electric fields at high index-contrast interfaces [38] . This strong confinement behavior has been seen previously, albeit in other geometries, with large field enhancements calculated in thin dielectric layers, in the vicinity of a MNP [16] .
From Fig. 6(d-f) it is evident that confinement of the enhanced optical fields in the ligand is occurring at wavelengths off resonance as well, with a similar dependence on ligand length. However, suppression of the fields that occur perpendicular to the plane of the MNP array, and that contribute negatively to gain in Fig. 6(d) , are also confined within the ligand shell in Fig. 6(e) , reducing the detrimental effect of ligand introduction off resonance. We conclude that the observed 20% on resonance reduction in gain due to the inclusion of a ligand has a threefold origin. Firstly the ligand introduces a spacer layer around the particle, reducing the overlap of the increased optical near field with the absorbing host medium. Secondly, the field is effectively confined in the low refractive index ligand, close to the nanoparticle surface, which reduces the maximum field enhancement, and hence the gain, in the host. Thirdly, the inclusion of the lower refractive index ligand shifts the plasmon resonance of the MNP to shorter wavelengths, where CQD PbS has higher κ values and there is less potential for absorption enhancement. At wavelengths off-resonance, the introduction of a ligand results is a lower reduction in gain of only 2.5%. This is due to the fact that the gain is less sensitive to the position of the resonance wavelength, and areas of field suppression as well as gain are confined within the ligand While the reduction of gain due to the ligand acting as a space layer is hard to overcome, we hypothesized that we can vary the refractive index of the ligand to recover some of the losses in gain. We thus studied the effect of the refractive index of the ligand considering alternative capping schemes based on inorganic layers that can be employed to overcoat the MNPs such as silica and titania [23] .
In Fig. 7 (a) we plot absorption gain spectra for various values of the refractive index of the ligand. As expected, we observe a significant increase of the on resonance gain for increasing ligand refractive index. From the field enhancement profiles, plotted in Fig. 7 (b for n lig = 1.5 and (c) for n lig = 2.5, it is clear that the enhanced optical fields are less localized in the ligands for n lig = 2.5, resulting in the recovery of the gain. This is consistent with the physical origin of the confinement of the near field in the ligand introduced above; as the refractive index of the ligand is increased, the index contrast is reduced, and the field is less confined to the ligand. Additionally, from Fig. 7 (a) , the LSPR of the capped MNP is redshifted as n lig is increased: for the case of n lig = 3, which is larger than n PbS,EM , the resonance peak is further red-shifted with respect to the bare MNP case, to wavelengths at which κ PbS,EM is lower and the absorption enhancement potential is higher. From these results, it is clear that both field confinement and the blue-shifting of the resonance wavelength due to the presence of the ligands are important loss mechanisms for on resonance gain. For wavelengths off-resonance, the gain is less sensitive to the resonance wavelength and to the field confinement, as areas of field enhancement and suppression are confined in the ligands. As we have demonstrated, a careful choice of the ligand plays a central role in maximizing absorption enhancement in metal-semiconductor nanocomposites.
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a full wave 3D simulation study of absorption enhancement in solution processable semiconductor -MNP nanocomposite structures. We introduced an effective medium model to simulate the optical constants of CQDs films. This approximation enables the simulation of a variety of MNP sizes and concentrations in nanocomposite films, permitting the investigation of the underlying trends in near field enhancement. Employing this effective medium approach we demonstrate the importance of the optical properties of the host medium in determining the near field enhancement and confirm that CQD PbS films are ideal candidates for near field enhancing. Absorption enhancements of over 100%, compared to quantum dot only structures can be achieved in the visible-near infrared region by careful design and selection of material parameters, paving the way for more efficient quantum dot solar cells. We identify the origin of the detrimental effects of MNP capping as due to the overlap and confinement of the enhanced optical fields in the low refractive index ligands and the shifting of the surface plasmon resonance wavelength. We demonstrate that on resonance gain can be recovered by careful choice of ligand refractive index. Our study is limited in the optical domain, neglecting exciton quenching effects and energy back-transfer from QDs to MNPs. However these preliminary results point to further investigation of these structures for the demonstration of plasmonically enhanced all-solution processed optoelectronic devices.
